
Bluetooth conference speaker
Luna
248486

99,99 €

With the Luna conference speaker you are ready for any
meeting with a battery life of 15 hours. Crystal clear audio
quality and easy connectivity is a priority and is
guaranteed by the patented Voice IA technology with
echo and noise cancellation. With 3 built-in Smart KI
Array microphones, the Luna allows 360° voice recording
and is ideal for smaller conferences with up to 6 people.

Ideal for the home office and conference calls

The Luna conference loudspeaker is the ideal addition to your home office. When using the Luna conference speaker,
you have the feeling that your business partner is right next to you, even though you are working from home. Based on
the previous models, Luna not only improves the algorithm to achieve better call quality, but also supports a daisy
chain function, which allows more participants to join a table by connecting two Luna conference speakers.

 

360° voice recording & intelligent AI microphone array

The Luna speakerphone works perfectly for meeting rooms with up to 5-6 people, as well as for use in your home
office without having to hold your cell phone too long or sit too close to your computer. And for those times when you
don't have access to a separate and quiet office, the Luna can also block out echo and noise, and offers superior voice
quality thanks to the patented Voice IA algorithm. With 3 KI Array microphones, voices are reproduced crystal clear
and unwanted echoes as well as ambient noise are simply cut out.

SRP 99,99 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

LUNAStyle
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VoiceIA patent guarantees immersive sound

Unlike other hands-free kits, the eMeet portfolio features its own patented noise reduction technology. The eMeet
conference speaker is capable of delivering crystal clear HD audio quality through the use of the VoiceIA algorithm.
Acoustic echo cancellation completely eliminates echo, and the noise-isolating microphones ensure a superior
experience even in noisy outdoor environments. Whether you're in a meeting room or your home office, simply make
calls and enjoy lifelike communication.

 

Multiple connections & high compatibility

No driver required, just plug in and get started: Using the eMeet Luna handsfree saves time when troubleshooting
devices. You can easily connect to your cell phone, tablet, PC or laptop using the Bluetooth / USB or AUX input/output
cable. Not only in terms of hardware but also in terms of software compatibility it has been tested and optimized for
common communication platforms like Zoom, Skype, Webex, Facetime and Google Hangout. operating systems:
Windows 7, 8 and 10 as well as Mac OS, Android, iOS and other common operating systems.

What's in the box

    •  Luna Conference Speaker
    •  USB-C Cable
    •  AUX Cable
    •  USB Adapter
    •  Manual

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0735632209148

Manufacturer number: EMM050GRYDE

Product height: 3.5 centimeter

Product length: 12.0 centimeter

Product width: 12.0 centimeter

Product weight: 0.29 kilograms
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